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The Library of Pantainos is not typical of Greco-Roman libraries built around the same 
time. When comparing the library to two libraries built within 35 years of it, the Library 
of Celsus (135 CE) in Ephesus and the Library of Hadrian (132 CE), there are major 
differences in design. The Library of Pantainos proper was surrounded by two stoas, 
which housed various stores, the revenue from which may have been used in the upkeep 
of the library and its collection. The library was built on land that had been fallow since 
the sack of Sulla in 86 BCE. Contrary to the belief by many historians that the library 
was a converted house, it was built as a library from spoila; only the two stoas were 
newly constructed. Built to follow the contours of the land, the library collection 
probably suffered dampness and mold problems because of a high water table. There 
were two entrances, one of which was secured by a special lock. (This lock type has only 
been found twice outside of Italy, both being in Athens.) In front of one of the stoa 
rooms stood a statue of Trajan, to whom the library was in part dedicated, and two 
statues have been found that once decorated the interior of the library, statues that are 
not of gods or the donors. The Pantainos family has an interesting history. Pantainos is 
also the only library in antiquity where the hours and circulation rules are known. This 
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But it also gives us an idea of life in the library: people seeking out and 
finding things, communicating with each other, and demonstrating their 
knowledge and scholarship to each other, not just the fictional 'quispiam 
amicus' to be sure, but Gellius himself as well.1 
 
Everybody raided the libraries for excerpts, digging around for interesting 
bits from all genres of texts, in effect, recycling information. This was not 
intended to produce deep erudition but rather the kind of knowledge that 
was expected in smart circles.2 
 
 I first became interested in ancient libraries when I attended an ancient libraries 
conference at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland in 2008. I decided to present a 
paper on Galen, the first century CE doctor and philosopher, and his attitude towards a 
story that was circulating at the time. The story goes that Ptolemy III of Egypt, to even 
further equip his Alexandrian Library with original works, put up 15 talents of gold in 
order to borrow the officially-sanctioned works of Aeschylus, Euripides and 
Aristophanes from Athens. The exorbitant sum, the Athenians believed, would force 
Ptolemy to return the manuscripts. Ptolemy copied the works onto the best-made 
                                                   
1 Richard Neudecker, “Archives, Books and Sacred Space in Rome,” in Ancient 
Libraries, ed. Jason König, Aikaterini Oikonomopoulou, and Greg Woolf (Cambridge; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 312. 
2 Neudecker, 313. 
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papyrus then sent the copies back to Athens with the stipulation that the Athenians keep 
the money as well. My question was, though Galen believed the story, was it true? I 
concluded that it was probably true, if for no other reason that the Athenians probably 
loaned a copy of the official works. Who knows how old the copies were or of which 
version of the “official” manuscripts. 
 During my sabbatical in 2013, I lived in Greece for three months. During that 
time, I visited the ruins of three ancient libraries: the Library of Celsus in Ephesus, the 
Library of Hadrian, and the Library of Pantainos, both in Athens. My exploration of 
Pantainos’ library intrigued me as it was unlike any other ancient library I had ever 
seen. It had a peculiar shape and it had three stoas in front of it that contained what 
appeared to be shops. Pausanias, in his description of Athens, never mentioned the 
building. The identification was based on two inscriptions, one on the lintel of the door 
that contained the dedication, and the other the rules of the library, that nothing 
circulated and the hours of operation. 
 A thesis is required in order to be awarded the Masters in Arts in Liberal Studies 
from the Graduate School and University Center, City University of New York. I had 
been working with the ancient libraries I had studied while in Greece in several of my 
classes. It therefore was easy for me to decide to write about the Library of Pantainos. 
The donor of the library, Titus Flavius Pantainos, and his family created a 
monument that linked them with the emperor and the elite of Athens. An analysis of the 
dedicatory inscription tells us that Pantainos was wealthy, may not have been a citizen 
at the time of the building of the library, but later serves as an archon in the city 
government of Athens. Because “Pantainos” is a unique name, a claim that an ancestor 
of the library donor was an enemy of Perikles is debunked. There is no way to know if St. 
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Pantainos was the grandson. What is known is that Pantainos and his family became 
benefactors of Athens, a proper role for the elite. 
The archaeological record of the library was examined first. What could be told 
from what remains is explored in depth. A high water table may have caused mold and 
mildew problems for the library, as Vitruvius’ advice on how the entrances to libraries 
are supposed to be situated was not followed. (The entrances were on the main streets of 
the city.) A door that possibly locked the library entrance is examined. What the stoas 
were and what could possibly have been in the shops is discussed. 
Finally, possible ways in which the library was decorated and functioned is 
explored. Much is taken from suppositions of how Roman libraries ran, but there is little 
hard evidence. The traditional niches in the walls of libraries for the scroll cabinets are 
conspicuously absent from the Library of Pantainos, making an internal reconstruction 
impossible. However, there can be some inferences made from modern-day practices in 
libraries that could demystify the daily running of the library. There is no mention in the 
dedicatory inscription of an endowment being left for the upkeep and preservation of 
the library. Therefore, the work concludes that the Library of Pantainos became self-
sustaining because of the stoas and shops in them generated revenue that could be used 
to buy new materials, repair old ones, and pay the staff. It is this living endowment that 





II. The Family Pantainos 
 
To Athena Polias and to the Emperor Caesar Augustus Nerva Trajan 
Germanicus and to the City of the Athenians, the priest of the 
wisdom-loving Muses, T. Flavius Pantainos, son of Flavius Menandros 
the head of the school, has dedicated from his own means the outer 
stoas, the peristyle, the library with its books and all the furnishings 
therein, along ,with his children Flavius Menandros and Flavia Secundilla3 
 
The Library of Pantainos was built by Titus Flavius Pantainos. What we know 
about him and his family is from the library’s dedication (Figure 1 and the translation 
above), which was carved over the library’s main entry. With his two children, Flavius 
Menander and Flavia Secundilla, Pantainos gives the building, books, furniture and 
stoas to the city of Athens; the library is dedicated to Athena Archegetis and Trajan, the 
reigning emperor. 
Because Trajan’s name is missing the title “Dacicus,”4 an honorific title given to 
him for his defeat of King Decebalus of Dacia,5 this dates the inscription between 98 and 
                                                   
3 M. Nicholls, “Libraries and Networks of Influence in the Roman World,” Segno E Testo 
13 (2015): 36, Appendix 5. 
4 Julian Bennett, Trajan Optimus Princeps: A Life and Times (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1997), 98. The Senate gave Trajan this title at the end of 102. 




102 CE.6 The wars with Dacia were 101-102 and 105-106, which resulted in Dacia being 
incorporated into the empire. When examining the architecture of the library, the 
challenge of that date will be addressed. 
There is a Flavius Pantainos of Gargettus, known to have served as an archon of 
the city from a herm inscription, in which Athenian citizenship is stressed in relation to 
a man who had previously been the citizen of another city.7 Pantainos of Gargettus 
served as eponymous archon after 102 CE. This archon, Benjamin Meritt points out, was 
a citizen whereas the donor of the library, lacking the demotic in his name in the library 
inscription, was a foreigner; however, Leslie Shear identifies both men as the same 
person, which Arthur W. Parsons accepts, “… the rarity of the name Pantainos and the 
close contemporaneity of the two documents, the unlikelihood that there should have 
been two men of this name living at the same time in Athens, both prominent, and both 
rich.”8 James H. Oliver also believes that Pantainos was not yet a citizen of Athens when 
the library was dedicated.9 Parsons believes that Pantainos may have been given 
citizenship because of his gift of the library to the city.10 
                                                   
6 James H. Oliver, “Flavius Pantaenus, Priest of the Philosophical Muses,” The Harvard 
Theological Review 72, no. 1/2 (1979): 157. 
7 Oliver, 157. 
8 Arthur W. Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” Hesperia 
Supplements 8 (January 1, 1949): 269. 
9 Oliver, “Flavius Pantaenus, Priest of the Philosophical Muses,” 157. 
10 Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” 269. 
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Pantainos and his family certainly had Roman citizenship and were of Greek 
ancestry. It is believed that new citizens were assigned the same deme membership as 
their sponsors (prostates).11 It is not known who sponsored Pantainos or what city he 
was originally from. Assuming that Pantainos was not a citizen of Athens, several 
questions come to mind. Was Pantianos given citizenship because of his gift to the city 
of the library? Where did his wealth come from? Was Pantainos a philosopher like his 
father, Flavius Menandros, who was a diadochus: the head of a philosophical school, or 
was he simply an amateur philosopher? 
Only wealthy men could serve in the eponymous archon position, and those who 
worked as philosophers did not get rich. The reason only the wealthy could serve in 
government was because of the idea of euergetism, or: 
   …the socio-political phenomenon of voluntary gift-giving to the ancient 
community. Embracing the beneficence of Hellenistic kings and Roman 
emperors, whose subjects saw such philanthropy as a cardinal virtue of 
rulers … it has been studied … in relation to the polis, of which benefaction 
by wealthy citizens (including women) becomes a defining characteristic 
from the 3rd cent. BCE until late antiquity . . .12 
                                                   
11 Jennifer Roberts cites in an email Danielle Kellogg as this is the most likely way for the 
deme to be determined for new citizens. Jennifer Roberts and Danielle Kellogg, “Re: 
Demes Question,” November 1, 2016. 
12 Simon Hornblower and Antony Spawforth, eds., The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd 
ed. (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 566. 
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Not only were emperors expected to enrich public life with buildings and new services, 
such as what Hadrian did for Athens with his library and the entire new section of 
Athens, but also anyone who served in local government. Thus, Pantainos would have 
had to have been rich enough to give the city a new library—or was this his way to “buy” 
Athenian citizenship? 
The library inscription calls Pantainos a “priest of the Philosophical Muses.” 
According to Oliver, this title only appears in Plato’s Republic.13 The Republic is a work 
about the ideal form of government under philosopher kings. This may have been a way 
to link Pantainos not only with Plato and Athens but also with the governmental ideal: 
   Civic euergentism was a mixture of social display, patriotism, and 
political self-interest. It was not charity, since its main beneficiary was the 
citizen-group, although its increasing embrace under Roman rule of the 
whole city (i.e. slaves and foreigners) prepared the way for the emergence 
of bishops and wealthy lay Christians as local benefactors . . .14 
The library was a definite social display as well as a patriotic demonstration by 
Pantainos to show loyalty to his new polis. Politically, at the very least endowing the city 
with a new library could only have enhanced Pantainos’ attempt to become a citizen. 
It is doubtful that Flavius Menander was rich. Therefore, Pantainos did not 
inherit his wealth. Is it possible that Pantainos benefitted from Domitian’s tyranny? 
Claudius Hipparchus, priest of the Pythian Apollo and the richest man in Greece, had 
his estates confiscated by order of Domitian, who seized the bulk of Hipparchus’ wealth 
                                                   
13 Oliver, “Flavius Pantaenus, Priest of the Philosophical Muses,” 159. 
14 Hornblower and Spawforth, The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 566. 
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for himself and had him executed (ca. 95 CE). His crime? Having too much money. Is it 
possible that Pantainos bought up some of Hipparchus’ property at a bargain price? This 
is what Oliver concludes, believing that Pantainos’ gift of the library was a timely gift to 
Athena, Trajan and the city.15 Indeed, this would be a way to appease the local populous 
as well as show an understanding of euergentism. Also, having a room in one of the 
stoas for the emperor cult with the new emperor’s statue was also a wise concession to 
the imperial dignity. 
 The inscription also mentions Pantainos’ two children, Flavius Menander, a son, 
and Flavia Secundilla, a daughter. Pantainos and Secundilla are not common Athenian 
names. Oliver studies other inscriptions where there may be a family link between 
Julius Hierophantes, and Julius Secundus; he hypothesizes that they could be the 
children of Scundilla.16 If this is true, then Pantainos is related to the Julius who served 
as hierophant from 168/69 to 192/93 and was an archon around 190/91. 
 Kevin Clinton wonders if there is a link between the Pantainos family and the 
people once represented in statuary in front of the library. This statuary stood in front of 
one of the stoa pillars on the road to the Roman agora. Clinton was able to assemble the 
names and the family from the inscriptions as well as coordinate them with the lists of 
the priests of the Elysian mysteries. A mother and daughter group once decorated the 
pedestal. According to the inscriptions, the mother was the daughter of Casianus 
                                                   
15 Oliver, “Flavius Pantaenus, Priest of the Philosophical Muses,” 159. 
16 Oliver, 158. 
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Apollonios and Claudia Menandra.17 The statue of the father, Flavius, may have also 
been next to his family, but the pedestal is too damaged to tell. Through tracing 
inscriptions on the pedestal and at Eleusis, Clinton is able to link the mother, Claudia 
Menandra, with Claudius Philippos, who had a daughter by that name.18 Thus, Clinton 
concludes that the pedestal was probably erected around 225-230 CE.19. Casiana’s 
inscription declares her a descendant of Perikles, “… in the 21st generation.”20 
Exactly why the statuary was erected in front of the library on the road to the 
Roman agora suggests a link to the Pantainos family, but Clinton is unwilling to accept 
Oliver’s stemma of the Pantainos family past the middle of the second century.21 Also, 
Casiana’s descent is not enough to qualify her family for such statuary at an illustrious 
position: 
   It seems highly unlikely that the reputation of the mother and her 
distinguished ancestry would by itself have been enough to secure such a 
privileged position for the statue group of the family-in front of the Library 
                                                   
17 Kevin Clinton, “A Family of Eumolpidai and Kerykes Descended from Pericles,” 
Hesperia: The Journal of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens 73, no. 1 
(2004): 44. 
18 Clinton, 46. 
19 Clinton, 47. 
20 Clinton, 54. 
21 Clinton, 53. See footnote 47. 
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of Pantainos. The father and his family must also have been very 
influential members of the polis.22 
Instead, Clinton looks to possible Flavii who could have been the husband with an 
illustrious pedigree, and favors Flavius Philostratos, the biographer and sophist.23 With 
descent from two well-known, and successful families, Clinton believes that this is why 
the statuary was placed in front of the library. 
 Parsons goes beyond any claims of Clinton and Oliver. He studies the Pantainos 
name as having only appeared twice more in Attic prosopography: one being the father 
of Thucydides of Gargettos, the son of whom Theopompos described as an enemy of 
Perikles; and an ephebe around 200 CE named Aurelius Pantainos of the tribe 
Ptolemais.;24 Parsons does not link the library Pantainos to either one, arguing that 
more than 400 years had passed since time of Perikles, and that Aurelius Pantainos is 
from the wrong deme; Gargettos belongs to Aigeis, not Ptolemais.25 
Nonetheless, Parsons does examine the problem with the name “Pantainos” from 
the time of Perikles. The debate is over whether there were two men named Thucydides 
or one. There is a Thucydides, son of Melesias, the wrestling master, and then there was 
Thucydides of Gargettos, son of Pantainos. Parsons believes that there were two sons 
named Thucydides, and Pantainos’ son was Perikles’ adversary who was eventually 
exiled. Conversely, H. T. Wade-Gery translates “Pantainos” as “son of the wrestler;” in 
                                                   
22 Clinton, 52–53. 
23 Clinton, 54. 
24 Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” 271 See footnote 15. 
25 Parsons, 271. 
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effect, “Pantainos” may simply be a corruption of the original text 26 Did Theopompus 
confuse Thucydides the son of Melesias, who was a wrestling master, with an unknown 
son of someone called “Pantainos?” A. E. Raubitschek reconciles the two Thucydides 
into one by suggesting that Thucydides, the son of Menon (who was originally from 
Pharsalos) but may have gotten Athenian citizenship through the deme of Gargettos.27 
Parsons and Raubitschek refer to John Kirchner’s seminal work Prosopographia 
Attica as where the name “Pantainos” appears. However, the name that appears in 
Kirchner is: 
28 
In effect, Kirchner adds an “et” to make the name Pantainetos—a completely different 
name. Parsons describes this addition in one of his footnotes, saying that “Kirchner 
rather arbitrarily emends it to Pantainetos.”29 A hole in the papyrus or a space in the 
inscription large enough for two letters, would explain why Kirchner added the letters. 
                                                   
26 A. E. Raubitschek, “Menon, Son of Menekleides,” Hesperia: The Journal of the 
American School of Classical Studies at Athens 24, no. 4 (October 1, 1955): 288. See 
footnote 11. 
27 Raubitschek, 287. 
28 Johannes Kirchner, Prosopographia attica (Berolini: typis et impensis G. Reimeri, 
1901), 179. Kirchner does list Pantainetos three times in his work: he refers to 
Demosthenes, who prosecuted Pantainetos in the Athenian courts; the second refers to 
the father of Thucydides (Pantainetos Gargettos); and the third refers to Pantainetos 
Paotheieus, which refers to another name, Pantaklas. 
29 Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” 271, footnote 14. 
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“Pantainos” also does not appear in John Sundwall’s supplement to Kirchner’s work,30 
The name “Pantainetos” and “Pantainos” appear in John Traill’s work, including the 
donor of the library.31 
Since both the father and the grandfather were heads of philosophical schools, 
Parsons goes forward seventy-five years into the future to link Saint Pantainos of Egypt, 
the Scholarch of the Catechetical School at Alexandria, to the family. What is known 
about Saint Pantainos is from Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., V, 9-11) and Clement of Alexandria 
(Stromateis, I, 11, 1 f.), who Parsons says “bear witness to his greatness and his 
influence.”32 Benjamin Meritt reports the link when he describes the family that donated 
the library.33.However, neither Clement nor Eusebius state where Saint Pantainos is 
from; Philip of Side believes that he was Athenian, which Parsons accepts.34 However, 
Parsons admits that Philip is a notoriously inaccurate historian.35 Nonetheless, Parsons 
concludes that St. Pantainos was related to the Pantainos family in Athens, probably 
                                                   
30 Johannes Kirchner and Johannes Sundwall, Supplement to J. Kirchner’s 
Prosopographia attica: Nachträge zur P.A. (Chicago: Ares, 1981), 140. 
31 John S. Traill, Persons of ancient Athens, vol. 14 (Toronto: Athenians, 1994), 53 Entry 
764155. Also includes the entire library dedication in Greek. 
32 Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” 271. 
33 Benjamin Dean Meritt, Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora, Excavations of the 
Athenian Agora Picture Book 10 (Meriden, Conn.: Meriden Gravure Company, 1966), 
31. 
34 Parsons, “A Family of Philosophers at Athens and Alexandria,” 272. 
35 Parsons, 272. 
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being Titus Flavius’ grandson and Flavius Menandros his great-grandfather.36 “A family 
of philosophers” is what Parsons calls them.37 
Oliver concludes that Pantainos’ title “priest of the Philosophical Muses” might 
mean that Pantainos may have been an honorary librarian of his library, assuming that 
such a title may have been a librarian or honorary one in Trajanic times.38 Besides 
enhancing his political standing, could the title simply mean that Pantainos was also a 
lover of knowledge, which the Muses represent? 
What is mostly established as fact is that Titus Flavius Pantainos was the same 
man who served as archon of Athens. His family was prominent for the time, hence their 
giving the library to Athens. Pantainos, like all of the upwardly mobile of the time, 
wanted to establish a legacy for himself and his family as well as demonstrating their 
loyalty to Rome. All else is speculation.  
  
                                                   
36 Parsons, 272. 
37 Parsons, 269. 
38 Oliver, “Flavius Pantaenus, Priest of the Philosophical Muses,” 159. 
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III. Archaeological History of the Site 
 
Over the centuries, the Athenian agora slowly filled with so many buildings that, 
by the 2nd century CE, there was little space to build anything more (Figure 2), causing 
T. Leslie Shear to describe the agora as having “. . . assumed something of the aspect of a 
museum.”39 Like any active city area, the agora had buildings that were demolished to 
make room for new structures. This helps explain why the Library of Pantainos 
archaeological site is so complicated (Figures 3 and 4). The marketplace had shifted to 
the new Roman Agora, and the area once used for political discourse fell silent, 
unnecessary under the Pax Romana. The area where the library was constructed had a 
different function before Sulla’s sack in 86 BCE. According to Shear, the area where the 
Library of Pantainos was built and the area along the road to the Roman Agora always 
had a history of commercial activity, dating back to at least the 5th century BCE.40 
 Depending on the time period, the area had a building in roughly the same shape 
as the Library of Pantainos, only this building was subdivided many times as was 
needed; the archaeological record shows shifting room walls and, at one point, the 
building was actually two buildings, made up of very long rooms (Figure 5).41 Around 
                                                   
39 T. Leslie Shear, “Athens: From City-State to Provincial Town,” Hesperia: The Journal 
of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens 50, no. 4 (October 1, 1981): 362. 
40 T. Leslie Shear, “The Athenian Agora: Excavations of 1973-1974,” Hesperia: The 
Journal of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens 44, no. 4 (October 1, 
1975): 346. 
41 Shear, 350–51. 
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the 3rd century BCE the rooms finally took the shape that they had in the library.42 This 
refurbished structure would survive for roughly a century and a half before being 
destroyed.43 
Debris rich in archaeological evidence was found in the different layers of the 
rooms, but a collection of refuse was found down a well, one of several wells in the area, 
which contained hundreds of objects and shed light on the commercial and domestic life 
that took place in the building.44 The well was in use from the 5th century until the 
unlined walls collapsed and ended its use for fresh water; however, it continued to be 
used as a dumping ground for refuse before finally being sealed around 380 BCE.45 
Though the evidence is from the 4th century, it gives us evidence for what types of 
businesses occupied the building. Refuse from a tavern, a wine shop and a butchery 
were found.46 These small businesses fit into the active commercial area created by the 
Stoa of Attalos next door and in the South Square across the Panathenaic Way. This 
complex was built during the 2nd century BCE in sections; the Stoa of Attalos was built 
during the reign of Attalos II of Pergamum (159-138 BCE). Some of the businesses, such 
as the tavern and wine shop, probably made good business catering to the traders, 
laborers, and officials who worked in the area.  
                                                   
42 Shear, 352. 
43 Shear, 353. 
44 Shear, 355–56. 
45 Shear, 355–56. 
46 Shear, 357–60. 
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The site’s prosperity ended with a massive fire, one that destroyed the entire 
building complex, and left a clear mark in the archaeological record.  There was only one 
such massive fire that did so much damage to Athens: Sulla’s sack of 86 BCE, which 
resulted in the abandonment of the site and the eventual razing of what was left of the 
building in the last decade of the 1st century BCE.47 Whether or not Sulla felt obliged to 
indulge his troops, who had besieged Athens for months to loot and pillage,48 he did 
allow sections of the city to be destroyed before he restored order. This destruction 
ended the small businesses in the pre-library building just as it impaired the function of 
the South Square, damaging the Middle Stoa and the East Building while the South Stoa 
II was left in a ruinous state.49 Athens would only begin to recover under the reign of 
Augustus. 
With several wells in the area, a high water table created problems. Several rooms 
in the library’s north stoa (Figure 6) show that floors were raised over the centuries to 
help keep out the water.50 A hill seven-eight feet higher than the land on which the north 
stoa was built would be where the library was erected. The south stoa, in contrast, was 
                                                   
47 Shear, 353–54. 
48 Michael C. Hoff, “Laceratae Athenae: Sulla’s Siege of Athens in 87/6 BC and Its 
Aftermath,” in The Romanization of Athens: Proceedings of an International 
Conference Held at Lincoln, Nebraska, April 1996, ed. Michael C. Hoff and Susan I. 
Rotroff, Oxbow Monograph 94 (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1997), 37. 
49 Hoff, 38. 
50 Shear, “The Athenian Agora,” 350. A high water table is still a problem in the area. 
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on a slope that was steadily increasing in height as the Panathenaic Way rose to meet 
the Acropolis. 
 The Library of Pantainos was on the corner where the Panathenaic Way met the 
road to the Roman Agora (Figure 7). This special road between the Classical Agora and 
the Roman Agora was paved in marble.51 Triangular, the library façade had three stoas 
with Ionic columns. There were two entrances, one on each road. In the center of the 
library was a large atrium, which linked three rooms, the entrances to them also being 
columned. The biggest room probably had a second floor. The area where users could 
have read the library scrolls would have been around the peristyle because of the natural 
light source. However, the actual organization of the library is unknown. 
Homer Thompson asserted that the main entrance of the Library of Pantianos 
faced that of the South Square’s East Building across the Pantathenaic Way (Figure 8).  
The East Building was where Thompson located the library in the Ptolemaion, thereby 
identifying what is now known as the South Square complex as the gymnasium gifted to 
the Athenians by one of the Ptolemies of Egypt: 
   . . . The new library was separated from the old gymnasium only by the 
width of the road; the entrances to the two buildings were directly 
opposite each other. Many doodles scratched on the columns of the library 
indicate that it was frequented by youthful readers. The inference is that 
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the Library of Pantainos is an extension or replacement of the library 
known to have existed in the Gymnasium of Ptolemy.52 
Thompson further supported his claim by comparing the rooms in the East 
Building with those off the courtyard of the Gymnasium in the Academy of 
Plato.53 
The South Square was built during the 2nd century BCE. Thompson therefore 
believed that Ptolemy VI Philometor (181-145 BCE) was the ruler who gifted Athens with 
the South Square/Ptolemaion.54 In studying the history of Ptolemaic Egypt, all 
benefactions after the rule of Ptolemy III Euergetes (246-222 BCE) are suspect. The 
long decline of Egypt began with the reign of Ptolemy IV Philopator (221-205 BCE), 
Ptolemy III’s son, and continued until a brief revival under Cleopatra VII (69-30 BCE) 
before the annexation by Rome. The priorities of succeeding Ptolemaic kings even 
shifted away from funding their own cultural institutions like the Museion philosophers 
and their Alexandrian Library let alone endowing foreign cities with cultural 
institutions. Continual wars and intrigues in the courts of the Ptolemies further 
weakened Egyptian power and emptied the imperial coffers. 
Ptolemy VI’s reign was very turbulent; at one point he had to appeal to Rome to 
help him win back his throne from his brother Ptolemy VIII and his sister-wife 
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Cleopatra II as well as fighting an extended war with Syria—the Sixth Syrian War. It is 
doubtful that such a king would have had the money available to build a gymnasium in a 
foreign city or even have an interest. Egypt could no longer act as a counterweight for 
the cities of Greece against Macedonia and the Seleucid Empire; once a regional 
powerhouse under the first three Ptolemies, Egypt’s influence was over. It was at this 
point that Rome began to intervene in eastern Mediterranean affairs, initially at the 
behest of the Greek cities. Roman intervention proved how weak Egypt was at this time. 
The beautifying of Athens with another gymnasium would not have been a major 
priority. The Ptolemaion, which is not the South Square, was probably built by either 
Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-246 BCE) or his son, Ptolemy III. 
Wycherley proposed the idea that “The Library of Pantainos may possibly have 
been attached to the Ptolemaion.”55 Such a connection would have served as a physical 
example of the intellectual link between the two buildings. However, evidence as to how 
these two buildings were attached across the Panathenaic Way was not found in the 
archaeological sources this author examined. It is doubtful that such a connection 
existed. In fact, the Library of Pantianos may have been the first freestanding library in 
Athens, i.e. not attached to a gymnasium or any other structure.56 There was an arch 
built across the road to the Roman agora. It was between the Library of Pantainos and 
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the Stoa of Attalos; the arch broke one the library stoas into two, the north and the 
northwest. The arch could be regarded as linking the library’s stoa shops with the much 
larger Stoa of Attalos and the shops housed there. This arch marked the official entry to 
the Roman Agora.57 
In his The Agora of Athens: the History, Shape and Uses of an Ancient City 
Center, Thompson makes no mention of the main doorway of the Library of Pantainos 
facing the main entrance to the East Building, probably because the doors do not quite 
line up (Figure 8). More archaeological work on the library was done after Thompson 
made his initial claim; the main entry is Room S3 and not Room S2 (Figure 6). 
As more information was uncovered about the South Square, Thompson 
reassessed the building: 
   Further study of the buildings in the southern part of the Agora . . . in 
connection with the surviving testimony of ancient authors has shown that 
it is not possible to maintain the hypothesis that the Gymnasium of 
Ptolemy and the Theseion were located here.58 
Thompson now believed that the South Square was used for the law courts.59 
Another theory makes the South Square a center for the grain trade.60 Part of the 
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problem of identification in the South Square is that the buildings are badly 
preserved.61 John Camp states: 
   Gymnasium, law court complex, and sanctuary have all been proposed 
and ultimately rejected.  On the whole an early suggestion still seems the 
best, that is to regard the South Square as essentially a commercial centre 
and the two new stoas as market buildings.62 
Buildings have been misidentified since the start of archaeology.  The Temple of 
Hephaestus (the Hephestaion) was mistakenly called the Theseion through much of the 
19th century.  The external friezes depict the feats of Theseus, thereby leading to the mis-
identification. Even the Stoa of Attalos was once identified as the Ptolemaion.63 As more 
information is discovered, names are reassigned and the assumed building is once again 
undiscovered. 
Since Thompson no longer believed that the South Square was the Ptolemaion—
and a gymnasium—he abandoned any idea that the East Building housed a library. 
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However, an intellectual connection may have existed between the square and the 
Library of Pantainos. Either law courts or grain shop, the East Building may have 
housed some type of records office where laws, measurements, and regulations were 
consulted. 
There is some evidence that there may have been a records room in the East 
Building. It is believed that armaria, the cabinets that the Romans used to hold their 
books, were not used by the Greeks. Instead, the Greek libraries kept their books in 
chests. In the East Building, Thompson found marks in the marble on the floor as 
evidence of chests—chests that could have held scrolls (Figure 9). This factor initially 
helped to convince him that the South Square was the Ptolemaion and that the East 
Building was, indeed, the library. However, Thompson’s revised opinion of the South 
Square had him attribute the marks to the types of furniture that Aristotle described as 
being used for the courts.64 Though the marks in the marble could indicate scroll chests, 
the function of the East Building and the entire South Square remains elusive, a records 
office or library mere conjecture. 
 Besides the triangular shape, another interesting aspect of the library is the 
peristyle. Natural light was necessary for reading, and the peristyle would have flooded 
the Library of Pantainos with light. Most libraries did not contain internal peristyles, 
only windows. Though there is a huge peristyle in front of the Library of Hadrian, there 
is some belief that this entire structure was a forum.65 
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What is most interesting about the Library of Pantainos are the stoas and the 
shops. The most famous of ancient libraries do not have storefronts. Imperial libraries, 
those erected by the emperor or his relations, were extravagantly decorated within and 
without; the facades were elaborate and had huge doors to allow passersby a view into 
the interior, thereby illustrating imperial munificence. Even the famous libraries built 
by others like Pantainos, for example the Library in Ephesus, built by Tiberius Julius 
Aquila Polemaeanus in honor of his father Tiberius Julius Celsus Polemaeanus ,and the 
Library at Thamugadi, built by Julius Quintianus Flavius Rogatianus, had no shops 
attached to the buildings. Pantainos’ library was unique. 
 However, it is not such a strange idea for storefronts to be part of Roman 
buildings, especially houses. These stores were part of the houses they fronted, and in 
many cases the wealthy lived in these houses, as evidence from Pompeii and 
Herculaneum illustrates. Indeed, the wealthy probably depended on income from the 
stores: 
   There is a good case for seeing urban real estate as a vital element in the 
income of the elite . . . the returns were also high and perhaps there were 
other compensations, such as a spread of cash income through times of 
year when no agricultural returns were forthcoming.66 
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Archaeological evidence suggests that “. . . in all periods from the archaic to the late 
republican these large houses had shops incorporated in their frontages on the Sacra 
Via.”67 This continued at least into the early empire. Andrew Wallace-Hadrill goes on to 
point out that important roadways were flanked by shops because of the prime location, 
just where the elite would want to live.68 As Wallace-Hadrill explains: 
   . . . we must start by thinking away the assumptions of the industrial city 
of the modern Western World, with its patterns of social contact and 
interaction. We must reconstruct a world in which the rich frequently lived 
in close contiguity with their dependents, slaves and freedmen, clients and 
tenants, the sources of their economic and social power. In this respect, it 
may not be the Roman world that proves to be strange but our own.69 
Libraries were not isolated from commercial areas. The Library of Hadrian was 
constructed across from the Market of Caesar and Augustus. The Library of Celsus was 
constructed next to the major marketplaces of the city. The Library of Rogatianus was 
down the street from the basilica and one of the city markets. Libraries in the Roman 
world occupied important public spaces. The Library of Pantainos was no different. 
 A doorsill found in situ at the library’s entrance on the Panathenaic Way deserves 
comment. The doorsill is for a commercial door, the type that is found in Pompeii and 
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Ostia; 70 no door like this has ever been found in situ in Greece.71 It is normally used by 
shopkeepers to secure their shops after hours.72 This type of door resembles a shutter: a 
horizontal board locks several vertical boards behind it: the only way to open the door is 
to remove the horizontal board. There would be several ways to lock the door.73 Gorham 
Phillips Stevens identifies two of the southernmost rooms, S4 and S5, in the south stoa 
as a “sculptor’s workshop” because several layers of chips of marble and pits of emery 
dust used to polish the marble were found there.74 The archaeological evidence suggests 
that the rooms off the stoas, while part of the library complex, were used by shopkeepers 
and those working in crafts. Thus the doorsill underscores the use of the rooms as 
commercial shops. 
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The Valerian Wall covers the south stoa while the north stoa is exposed. The 
north stoa had 25 columns normally spaced from ca. 2.70 meters.75 The diameter of 
most of the column bases were 0.60 meters,76 but there are two columns whose bases 
measure 0.68 meters.77 These columns also stood on plinths where the other columns 
did not.78 These two columns are in front of Room N5. There is also an inscribed piece of 
epistyle that fits exactly over these two columns but is too big to fit over the others 
(Figure 10).79 It reads: 
The Demos set up [or dedicated] this broad street with its own income80 
As Shear notes: 
   It is of interest to observe that the wider intercolumniation is exactly 
centered on the façade of Room 3 [N5] and may have been intended to 
give architectural emphasis to some special function associated with that 
room. Further evidence for this may be seen in the traces of wear and 
weathering on the stylobate, which show that a group of bases, presumably 
for statuary, filled the colonnade in front of Room 3, while other preserved 
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sections of the stylobate do not seem to have been so crowded with 
monuments.81 
Room N5 also had walls and floors of marble veneer.82 This room was unique as 
most of the other rooms had hard clay for floors.83 What N5 might have been 
used for will be discussed in the next section. 
Because of the unique structure of the Library of Pantainos, some historians and 
archaeologists believe that the structure was originally built as a house and school by 
Flavius Menandros and later turned into a library by Pantainos.84 The library does not 
resemble any other identified library. The Libraries of Hadrian in Athens, of Celsus in 
Ephesus, and of Rogatianus in Thamugadi, all are square or rectangular in shape with 
marks in the walls for the book roll chests. The Library of Pantainos is triangularly 
shaped, and there is no archaeological evidence as to the internal organization. More 
than likely the Library of Pantainos was built to fill in the very important area between 
the Classical and Roman Agoras that happened to be triangular and on uneven ground. 
Because houses had shops in front of them, this seems to be evidence for the 
house-made-into-library theory. Further archaeological evidence for this is the 
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dedication itself or, rather, the inscription carved in the lintel over the main door. 85 The 
decorative features of the lintel are ignored by the inscriber of the dedication—in effect, 
the text overwrites the decoration (see Figure 1).  This suggests that the lintel was not 
originally designed to hold the inscription. 
 Thompson mentions that the library, like so many other agora buildings built 
between Sulla’s sack and Hadrian’s rule, was built from spoila, re-used material and 
only the stoas were actually new.86 The question is when, exactly, was the building built? 
Could the Library of Pantainos have been a school first for Flavius Menandros and then 
turned into a library? One of the stoa rooms had coins found in it that helps dating the 
building: 
   A more precise date for the deposit of the group, and hence the laying of 
the floor, comes from a single plated denarius of Titus struck in A.D. 79, of 
which the somewhat worn condition is consistent with about two decades 
of circulation and a date of deposit about the turn of the century.87 
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Broken pottery in a room was also dated to the end of the first century CE, thus proving 
that the construction of the library was around 100 CE.88 This is the terminus post 
quem, or earliest date the building could have been erected. 
Because the name “Dacicus” is missing from Trajan’s name in the inscription 
from the library dedication, the library was not built any later than 102, as this honorific 
name was given to Trajan by the Senate at the end of 102. The inscription thus sets the 
terminus ante quem, or the latest time the library was built, as 102. 
The house-into-library theory makes sense unless one looks at the surrounding 
evidence. As far as is known, Pantainos left no endowment. The stoas and the shops 
were part of the library because it was Pantainos’ plan for the library to be self-
sustaining from the rents collected from the shops. Thompson and Wycherley suggested 
that these rents increased library revenues.89 Public funds would not be needed for the 
maintenance of the building or the collection; money for new book acquisitions could 
have also come from this source of revenue. The Library of Pantainos was built as a 
library for the city of Athens without it costing the city little or no money in upkeep. 
In the library inscription, Pantainos is called “a priest of the Muses,” which to 
many indicates that Pantainos was a philosopher like his father. A herm inscription 
found in the Library of Hadrian states that Pantainos served as an archon of Athens in 
102. “Priest of the Muses” may merely have indicated how much Pantainos valued 
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knowledge, hence his giving a library to the city. The only other time the “Muse of 
philosophy” phrase appears in Greek literature is in Plato’s Republic.90 
Pantainos had to be rich; only the rich could serve in the government because 
people in government were expected to use their personal funds to better their city: 
   Civic euergentism was a mixture of social display, patriotism, and 
political self-interest. It was not charity, since its main beneficiary was the 
citizen-group, although its increasing embrace under Roman rule of the 
whole city (i.e. slaves and foreigners) prepared the way for the emergence 
of bishops and wealthy lay Christians as local benefactors . . .”91 
Euergentism was considered a “cardinal virtue” of a ruler and was well-
established by the 3rd century BCE by the Hellenistic kings and lasted until late 
antiquity.92 
The library was bordered on the north side across the road to the Roman Agora 
by the Stoa of Attalos and on the south across an alley by the Southeast Building. The 
exact extent and purpose of the Southeast Building is unknown; it has not been fully 
excavated. Preliminary archaeological investigation has revealed a stoa of the same 
design as the library’s, which fronted the building along the Panathenaic Way (Figure 
11). The building columns were marked with graffiti (Figure 12): 
   The most frequent motif is a simple radiate sundial; but there are also 
sketches of human faces, a lion hunt and a bull fight. Only a single 
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personal name has been observed, Agathopous, in striking contrast to the 
prominence of names among the well known scribblings on the walls of 
ancient gymnasia. It is doubtful whether in this case the graffiti have any 
special relevance to the building; they are presumably the work of casual 
idlers who also left their mark on the marble work of the Library of 
Pantainos.93 
Built sometime around 150 CE,94 the Southeast Building presumably had the same 
individuals loiter and write on the columns as they did on the library’s. 
 The site of the Library of Pantainos was active in commercial activities until the 
sack of Athens in 86 BCE. Made of spolia, the library only had two new architectural 
additions, the stoas. Under the stoas were stores that were rented out to merchants. 
These stores were unique in library architecture. The rents collected from the merchants 
functioned as a living endowment, which made the library self-sufficient in many ways. 
Also unique in library architecture was the portico surrounded by the library. One of the 
storefronts had a marble floor and wider-placed columns that indicate a special usage. 
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IV. The Library’s Decoration and Functioning 
 
We know the size and shape of the Library of Pantainos, and now we discuss what 
the library was like. The stoas and shops made the library unique as compared to other 
known Roman libraries. Room N5 and the statue that stood between the pillars in front 
of the room only added to the distinctiveness. The library proper had statuary in it that 
decorated the interior as well as portraits and mosaics. In order to understand the hours 
the library was open, a study of how the Romans measured and viewed time is 
examined. How the library functioned with its scrolls and cupboards (armaria) are also 
explored. 
A. Room N5 and Statuary 
The library’s peristyle, being surrounded by the library rooms, was well-lit with 
natural light. The biggest of the three rooms probably had a high ceiling with windows, 
and these windows probably had glass in the panes.95 These windows would have 
protected that part of the collection in the room from the elements, and brought in 
additional natural light. 
How the Library of Pantainos functioned as a library is an interesting intellectual 
challenge. On the one hand, certain things are known about Roman libraries, and the 
Library of Pantainos (see Figure 3) was a local Roman library. Ancient writers such as 
Pliny the Elder discuss what could be found in a library, art being one major feature.96 
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On the other hand, the internal organization of the library is unknown, and how the 
library functioned is educated guesswork based on what ancient authors wrote about the 
libraries they visited. 
 The role that Room N5 played in the library complex is intriguing. T. Leslie Shear 
first connected Room N5 to the imperial cult.97 N5 may have been a shrine room to 
Trajan. Generally a temple is a free-standing structure with a pronaos and a cella. Other 
types of structures in buildings did homage to a reigning emperor in the Roman world. 
S. R. F. Price uses the term naos for these smaller sanctuaries, which he translates as 
both “temple” and “shrine.”98 He goes on to mention such shrines in merchants’ 
headquarters or council houses were called naoi.99 “The word [naos] denotes function 
(the sacred shelter of a god) and not the physical appearance of the building.”100  
 Athens had several statues to Trajan. One of the bases is for a statue of Trajan 
erected by Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes, father of the better-known benefactor of 
Athens, Herodes Atticus.101 This base was found in the rear wall of the Late Roman 
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reconstructed stoa,102 which was built upon the ruins of the Library of Pantainos’ north 
stoa where N5 was located. The inscription reads: 
The [statue of the] Autocrat Nerva Trajan Augustus Caesar Germanicus 
[dedicated by] His priest [at Athens] 
Tib(erius) Cla(udius) Herodes Attikos of Marathon 
This is the base for one of several statues erected in Athens to Trajan; another was found 
in the Roman agora.103 Both statue bases use Trajan’s cognomen Germanicus, thus 
indicating that the erection of both statues was between the years 98-102 CE; the 
cognomen Dacicus, indicating Trajan’s conquest of Dacia, is missing.104 Nonetheless, 
what is left of one portrayal are the emperor’s legs and a captive kneeling at his right 
foot (Figure 13). The captive has been identified as a Dacian, based on the dress and 
looks that are similar to those Dacians pictured on the Column of Trajan in Rome.105 It 
is quite possible that the base was carved first and what was to be portrayed changed as 
Trajan’s victory of 105 was received. Perhaps the statue was to celebrate the emperor’s 
victory over a captive that later was adapted to look like a Dacian. As Shear states: 
   His face is creased with the anguish of his defeat. Half rising, he looks up 
with pride and in the parted lips and glaring eyes, there is still a dangerous 
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flash of anger which does not easily brook defeat. This was a difficult foe 
whose conquest brings still greater glory to his conqueror; his is the 
portrait of the noble savage whose merciful treatment at his captor’s hands 
serves to ennoble still more the emperor himself.106 
This statue’s stylobate fits exactly between two of the irregularly placed Ionic columns in 
front of Room N5.107 Therefore, this room could have been used as a cult room to honor 
Trajan, to whom the library complex was dedicated. Shear believes that it was 
appropriate that Atticus, as an imperial priest, dedicated a statue in the building 
otherwise built by Pantainos.108 It would have been a high honor to have a statue from 
Atticus displayed. It would have also furthered the Pantianos name by linking it not only 
with one of Athens’ leading citizens but also with the emperor. 
It must be remembered that N5 was along the road that linked the two agoras, 
the Athenian and the Roman. An imperial presence, manifested by the statuary in front 
of and in N5, would therefore have existed along this important road. Also, the 
inscription links the names Trajan and Herodes Atticus, like that of Hadrian and Flavia 
Melitine in Pergamum: “In short, this statue was not simply decorative. It set up a series 
of resonances—with the literature in the surrounding book rolls, with military and 
political power, and with the cult and divinity—that included the library but also moved 
well beyond it.”109 
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 Was Trajan worshipped in N5 while he was alive? The Panegyricus of Pliny the 
Younger was written to persuade Trajan to be the model emperor and not to rule as a 
tyrant like Domitian before him, “. . . the relationship between the emperor and the gods 
was dependent on two things: first, that the emperor did not claim to be a god, and 
second, that the emperor continued to show immoderate affection for his subjects.”110  
However, Athens was not Rome. Rome may not have worshipped the living 
Trajan, but Athens was part of the Greek East where there was a long history of kings 
being made deities and worshipped as such. Lily Ross Taylor collects inscriptions from 
the Near East that attributed deity-titles to Julius Caesar, Mark Antony and Augustus 
and his household in their lifetimes. Athens acclaimed Caesar Theos (god) and Soter 
(savior).111 Antony was given the title Theos, the New Dionysus; a Panathenaic festival 
was named the Antonaia in his honor.112 After having taken the wrong side in the civil 
war, Athens was more than ready to: build a temple on the Acropolis to Roma and 
Augustus; to honor Agrippa with the title Euergetes (benefactor); and Gaius was called 
the new Ares.113 It should also be noted that Soter and Euergetes were titles used by the 
Ptolemaic kings, who were also worshipped as gods, at least in Egypt. Then there was 
the statue of Hadrian erected in the library of Flavia Melitine in the Sanctuary of 
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Asklepios in Pergamum. The statue was erected during Hadrian’s lifetime; the 
inscription calls Hadrian a god.114 The Senate never deified Hadrian during his lifetime, 
so he was not worshipped—except in the Greek East. Here is another example of how 
the East treated the emperors differently than they did in the West. In any event, N5 
served also as an example of the power of the emperors dominating public space as well 
as linking the library complex with Trajan. 
 Like other Roman libraries, the Library of Pantainos had statuary and probably 
portraits of some of the authors in the building.115 Most libraries had a statue of a 
divinity, in many cases Athena/Minerva, as the goddess of wisdom. “It made good sense 
to place the image of a divinity in your library; it would honor the divinity, call the god’s 
attention to your structure, and, if all went well, evoke divine favor.”116 Also, a statue of 
the donor was sometimes added. What we know of the interior of Roman libraries 
comes from Pliny and other writers. Pliny wrote about the Roman libraries he visited:117 
   For Pliny, the visual experience provided by the library is as important as 
the literary monuments to be found there, the novel imagines of authors 
as stirring as those of the ancestors once were . . . The author portraits are 
a focus of emotion, inspiring longing ( desideria) for any likeness that is 
missing, and it is precisely this desire to know (scire cupere) that Pliny 
views as a mark of felicity, even if a portrait is an imaginative invention 
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rather than a correct likeness (quae non sunt, finguntur). The portraits 
generate such an effect of palpable presence that in the library the authors 
themselves seem to breathe and speak (immortales animae in locis iisdem 
locuntur). The younger Pliny also attests to the strong feelings author 
portraits could arouse . . .118 
The experience of being in a library and experiencing the surroundings were almost as 
important as the scrolls that were available to Pliny. This is the idea that the Roman 
library was more than just a building in which to read. Indeed, the Roman library was 
an active place, an experience where lectures, meetings, and symposia were held, “. . . 
people seeking out and finding things, communicating with each other, and 
demonstrating their knowledge and scholarship to each other, not just the fictional 
'quispiam amicus' to be sure . . .”119 
 There are two examples of statuary from the Library of Pantainos that survive 
from antiquity. The first is a group of three sculptures, two of them having been 
recovered. These were personifications of the Iliad and the Odyssey (Figure 14). Only 
the base of the Iliad statue survives, and here it talks about Homer and the “new 
Homer.” It is believed that these three statues were grouped together, the 
personifications of the books standing on either side of the main statue. The “new 
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Homer” was C. Julius Nikanor, who was a friend of Augustus.120 Nikanor may well have 
written the Latin Iliad,121 which would make the name “new Homer” suitable. He was 
also known as the “new Themistocles.” Just as places reenact historical battles today, 
the ancient Athenians were also savvy when it came to tourism. Nikanor played 
Themistocles in one of the reenactments of the Battle of Salamis, thus earning his other 
nickname.122 
 It can be asked why would a statue of Nikanor be displayed in a library that 
opened nearly a century after his time? According to Antony Raubitschek, the most 
likely scenario is that there was already a statue of Nikanor sculpted and it was moved to 
the library; the Iliad and Odyssey statues, sculpted in the style of the second century, 
were added later to make a grouping.123 
 What survives of the second examples is only a head (Figure 15). It is debatable 
whose head it is. Shear thinks that it might be a portrait of Pantainos himself: 
   . . . we see in the man before us everything we should expect in a wealthy 
and prominent philosopher of Roman Athens. His is a profoundly 
intellectual face, expressive in its every line of the strength and discipline 
achieved by the study of philosophy. The highly modeled jaw and the 
down-turned line of the mouth belong to a man well schooled in the 
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scepticism [sic.] of scholarly inquiry. His hair has thinned and receded, his 
brow has furrowed with long hours of contemplation. One senses even in 
his marble likeness a man of incisive logic, gifted with the assurance of 
high intellect; but there is also in the distant gaze of the deep-set eyes 
something of the dreamer, who looks with long-accustomed pleasure into 
the world of the mind.124 
It is also possible that this was a statue of a contemporary philosopher of the time. If it is 
of Pantainos, then the head may have been from the donor statue that stood in the 
library, probably alongside a statue of Athena and perhaps Trajan. 
 Library buildings were not only appointed with statuary and portraits but were 
also elaborately decorated: 
   Roman public libraries, I suggest, spurred the creation of a new, visual 
language for communicating ideas about the organization and significance 
of literature. They established systematic links between authors and 
specific visual cues such as portraits, links so close that the portraits 
themselves became objects of interest . . .125 
George Houston lists many Roman libraries that contained paintings and mosaics: 
Hadrian’s Athenian library had paintings and gilded roofs;126 Flavia Melitine’s library at 
Pergamum had marble-colored floors as well as marble veneer on the walls;127 Celsus’ 
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library in Ephesus also had marble floors with walls covered in marble veneer;128 and 
Rogatianus’ library in Thamugadi had decorative colored marble fragments in the 
walls.129 Unfortunately, none of this survives from the Library of Pantainos. There is 
part of a pavement that still survives, but it is white stones. All that remains of the walls 
is the bricks and cement. However, with this evidence it is probable that the library had 
some decoration that adorned the walls and perhaps the ceiling. 
B. Roman Time 
 The rules (Figure 16) state that the Library of Pantainos was open between the 
first and the sixth hours. These hours have no meaning to the modern mind unless there 
is an understanding of how the Romans told time. When, exactly, would the Romans 
have time to visit a library was proscribed in how the hours of the day were divided up. 
There were twelve hours of light and twelve hours of darkness, but the minutes in an 
hour of the day fluctuated based on the season.130 For example, on the shortest day of 
the year, the hours of daylight would last roughly 45 minutes each; the hours of 
darkness would last around 75 minutes while conversely, on the longest day of the year, 
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the hours of daylight would roughly last 75 minutes each; the hours of darkness would 
last around 45 minutes.131 
Though the precision of today’s clocks were lacking in Roman times, the use of 
water clocks and especially sundials could give a surprisingly accurate approximation of 
what time it was, “With the popularization of sundials, gnomonics—the art of 
constructing and using time-measuring devices—became a science with a direct effect 
on an individual’s life. As a consequence, the sundial became along with the sphere a 
symbol of scholarship.”132 Besides sundials and water clocks, time zones existed, slaves 
were employed to tell people the time, and sundials for travelers were developed.133 
The Romans had to make use of the daylight as soon as it arrived. Natural light 
was far superior to the artificial light given off by torches or braziers. The Roman got out 
of bed, and almost immediately went outside.134 “To begin with, Imperial Rome woke up 
as early as any country village—at dawn, if not before. . . . the Romans were early risers. 
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In the ancient town the artificial light was so deplorable that the rich were as eager as 
the poor to profit by the light of day.”135 
According to Ray Laurence, the Romans had their days divided up by function. 
The Romans spent the first and second hours at home, then the second through the 
sixth hours at the Forum, then the sixth through the ninth hours at the baths, and finally 
the ninth through the twelfth hours at home again.136 Working in the library was akin to 
visiting the Forum or, in this case, the agora; the library closed at the sixth hour, the 
time that the Romans would visit the baths, where they would network and make 
business arrangements. Because reading was best in natural light, library users would 
leave home early to get several hours’ work in at the library. The set library hours made 
sense to a Roman. 
 It is quite clear from the inscription that no materials were loaned, i.e. nothing 
left the library. The library’s inscription has been used by other authors to argue that no 
Roman libraries loaned materials. It could be argued that the inscription is an exception 
to the rule, that being that Roman libraries did loan materials and that the Library of 
Pantainos was the exception. However, a partial inscription of rules has been published 
from a Hellenistic library that no materials left the library.137 So it currently seems that 
most Roman libraries did not loan materials. In the Middle Ages, the Carthusians and 
later the Benedictines maintained two collections: one as reference and the other that 
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could be loaned to others outside the monastery.138 Perhaps future evidence will be 
uncovered to change the current belief that Roman libraries did not loan. 
C. Scrolls and Armaria 
 Library collections of scrolls were held in armaria, cabinets that were set into 
niches in the walls. Armaria could be made out of expensive woods and ivory inlays, 
they could have locks, and they could be very tall.139 Armaria could also be a way for the 
user to become enamored of the library: 
   Once promoted to the library's main hall and the viewer's immediate 
awareness, then, these bookshelves effaced the books and favored the 
introduction of supplements for them, that is, additional decorative 
elements that could communicate to visitors about the identity and 
importance of the authors whose works the armaria held—a visual 
discourse about literature that was alienated from the materiality of the 
book or the number of holdings in each language.140 
Busts of authors could have adorned the tops of armaria. Just how many scrolls fit into 
an armarium is debatable, but Houston reports on calculations that rely on how tight 
the scrolls were rolled, how long the average scroll was, how big the average armaria 
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was and how many shelves it had.141 Niches in the walls could give the number of 
cabinets, or a reasonable guess at how many cabinets were in a library. Alas, the walls in 
the Library of Pantainos do not have niches, so the internal arrangement of the library—
and the size of its collection—is guesswork. 
 A scroll had a title tag or sillybon attached. “This was a strip of papyrus or 
parchment, roughly, 3 by 8 cm, on which were written the author and title. It was glued 
to the edge of the roll but extended out from the edge so that, when the papyrus was 
rolled up, the sillybon protruded from one end of it …”142 This would have helped find 
the roll on the shelf, but it also would have helped organize the materials in the cabinets. 
The sillybon would have been very helpful with scrolls that held more than one work. 
Just how these materials would have been organized in the collection is conjecture. 
Perhaps there was a special cabinet for scrolls holding two or more works. 
 There can be educated inferences about what was in the Library of Pantainos’ 
collection. Matthew Nicholls’ claim that the library was used by students is strengthened 
if Titus Flavius Pantainos and/or his father, Flavius Menandros, taught philosophy, 
“Although students who required a library for their studies would have been a privileged 
minority in a Roman city, their numbers would still have contributed to a rather more 
lively and busy library scene than is sometimes envisaged.”143 It is quite possible that the 
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family would have been disposed to having the library stocked with materials that 
students could use. Basic authors that students would have read included Homer, 
Hesiod, Euripides and Menander.144 The library probably also held more complex 
works, such as those of Aristotle, Herodotus and Thucydides, for the more advanced 
students and scholars. 
 Libraries also had author/title lists for their holdings. Galen states, “. . . I found 
among the book rolls inventoried on the outside according to their titles in the so-called 
Pinakes—in both libraries on the Palatine and those in Antium—some works clearly not 
belonging to the author after whom the book roll is inventoried.”145 The Pinakes, or list 
of works, was something that most if not all libraries had. It would have allowed users to 
browse the list of authors and their works held in the library. However, if Galen is 
correct, the lists may not have been updated on a regular basis. More importantly, the 
lists were not being modified to reflect when materials were ruined and no longer in 
serviceable condition. 
What does one do with a list of library holdings? Is possible that libraries sent 
copies of their Pinakes to other libraries? For example, the Library of Pantainos could 
have sent an author/title list of what was held to the Library of Hadrian, and vice-versa. 
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It would allow one library to know what another library had, and would allow the 
referral of patrons for the needed work. Suetonius tells a story that Domitian sent agents 
to the Alexandrian Library to ensure that replacement copies of some works in a 
reconstructed library in Rome were accurate. How did they know in Rome what was 
held in Alexandria? This suggests that there may have been author/title lists in 
Alexandria and Rome for each other’s library holdings. However, there is no direct 
evidence of libraries sharing pinakes with one another. The Alexandrian Library 
collection was organized in broad subjects and then by author and title. It is possible 
that this is also how Roman libraries had their collections organized. 
Houston cites Galen and his use of a library collection in Antium.146 Galen says: 
   At the time I first went up to Rome, some [scrolls] in Antium were on the 
verge of ruin on account of the negligence of those continually robbing 
them by false pledges. Copying these books required no small amount of 
effort. As it is, the papyri are completely useless and cannot even be 
unrolled because they have become glued together by decomposition since 
the region is both marshy and low-lying, and stifling in the summer.147 
Galen in part accuses the Antium library staff of neglecting the collection. One wonders 
how often staff neglect was responsible for unreadable scrolls. 
 Library staff probably had many different duties in the library. Since nothing 
circulated, there was no problem in materials not being returned. One duty would be the 
pulling materials for patrons and reshelving materials in the armaria. Even so, 
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misshelving of materials could be a problem. The staff may have shelf read the sillybon 
to ensure that materials housed in each armarium were in the approximate place. This 
would be akin to what modern libraries do, namely have workers shelf read the affixed 
spine labels on materials on the shelves to ensure the correct order. 
Then there was the preservation of materials. Already mentioned was the high 
water table in the area. Mold and mildew could have been a problem. Vitruvius’ solution 
of having the entrance facing east so the morning sun could help keep the scrolls dry 
could not have worked in the Library of Pantainos. The library’s entrances were on the 
south and west sides of the building. According to Galen, the routine of unrolling and 
shaking out of scrolls was a function carried out by library staff;148 this would have 
allowed the discovery of any damp materials like at Antium, and would have dislodged 
any insects that were eating the scrolls. Houston mentions that oil of cedar was used on 
one piece of papyrus that acted as a preservative and an insecticide.149 Whether oil of 
cedar or some other type of oil was used en masse to protect library collections is 
unknown. Pieces of papyrus could be attached to the underside of a scroll to strengthen 
it and fill in places where there were holes.150  
 How long did an average roll of papyrus last before it became too fragile to 
repair? Houston estimates that a roll could last on average 100-125 years, although 
some rolls could last 300 or even 500 years.151 Rolls lasting 300-500 years would be 
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exceptional. Roger Bagnall believes that 300 years would have been the maximum limit 
for a book scroll to survive in the Mediterranean climate.152  
 Houston believes that library staff stole copies of scrolls considered rare.153 In 
this case, the older the scroll was, so the belief went, the closer it was to the original 
written by the author, which would make it less susceptible to errors and mistakes. This 
is not necessarily true, but was believed at the time. There could be a lot of money to be 
made in stealing “rare” copies of works. Much like modern libraries’ special collections, 
Roman libraries might have had special locked cabinets for their rare materials that only 
the head of the library or a few people had the key. This would have safeguarded the 
scrolls and would have provided a modicum of protection for materials considered 
valuable. 
D. Roman Public Libraries 
 What does the term “public library” mean in the Roman sense? It is certainly 
different from the modern meaning of the term: 
   For the modern reader, ‘public library’ is likely to suggest a library that is 
supported by public funding, usually from public tax receipts, and used by 
a broad spectrum of society, including children and women. By contrast, 
Roman ‘public’ libraries, so far as we can tell, were seldom if ever 
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supported by municipal tax receipts, and they seem to have made no 
provision for children.154 
There may be differences between an imperial library and a library donated by a 
Gaius Julius Aquila, a Julius Quintianus Falvius Rogatianus, or a Titus Flavius 
Pantainos. To use an imperial library, one would need permission from the 
emperor or his representative to use the collection whereas one would assume 
that a local library would be more open to anyone who could read. Nicholls’ 
assertion that the Library of Pantainos was patronized by students—as is evident 
by the graffiti on nearby pillars155--made them a very special—and extremely 
lucky—group to have a library cater to their needs. This might also suggest that 
the local libraries were more accessible than the larger and better stocked 
imperial libraries. 
 Local libraries survived on whatever the donor left for the maintenance of 
the building and the collection. It is doubtful that Pantainos left a monetary 
endowment, as this would have been mentioned in the dedicatory inscription, 
like the one for the Library of Celsus. The Celsus inscription not only mentions 
the endowment but also makes it quite clear how the endowment was to be spent: 
   . . . a fund for the operation of the library and also for the thrice annual 
garlanding of Celsus' statues and especial adornment of all his images 
(here and elsewhere in the city?) on his 'festival day', whose date is given-
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presumably his birthday, the date when the library staffs salary was also to 
be paid from the library's endowment.156 
25,000 denarii was originally donated for the initial stocking of the library 
shelves while another 20,000 denarii was used for maintenance. 157 Celsus’ 
library was meant as “. . . a commemorative, living benefaction.”158 
Pantainos’ giving of the shops and stoas to the city as part of the library 
had a practical function: a way to raise revenue for the library, thus making it 
self-sustaining. This would have been a living benefaction of sorts as the monthly 
rents collected would go to the maintenance of the building and the collection, 
the acquisition of new materials, and to pay the salaries of those in the library. 
This assumes that the city of Athens did not give any money to the library, as 
Houston believes. 
E. Conclusion 
The Library of Pantainos was a lively place with patrons including 
students, who used the collection for their studies. Talks and discussions would 
have added to the energy in the library. There was sculpture and portraits that 
adorned the library, which only enhanced the beauty of the building and helped 
connect those using the collection with the pictured authors. Housed in armaria, 
the library’s collection of scrolls were organized by name and title. Room N5 
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enhanced the link between the Pantainos family, the emperor (to whom, with 
Athena, the library was dedicated), and one of Athens’ leading citizens, Tiberius 
Claudius Atticus Herodes, an imperial priest who dedicated the statue of a 
victorious Trajan that stood outside of the room facing the street to the Roman 
agora. The Trajan-centered naos created in Room N5 only furthered the 
Pantainos link to the imperial family. The Pantainos family’s benefaction to their 
library was the stoas that contained stores that could generate revenue. This 
along with the shape of the library adds to its uniqueness, but the shape is 
dictated by the important location it was built upon, namely the intersection of 






Pantainos' building was thus located at an important corner of two busy 
streets linking some of the city's principal public areas: again, a library was 
used to attract the attention of passers-by as a prominent act of high 
minded civic euergetism, enhanced by public displays of sculpture and 
epigraphy together with a politically astute blending of local culture and 
Roman loyalty that caught the mood of the age.159 
 
The date of the construction of the library was 100-102 CE. This date is 
established in part because the dedicatory inscription lacks Trajan’s honorific name 
“Dacianus,” given to him by the Senate in 105 for his conquest of Dacia. Also, the burn 
layer in the archaeological record indicates that nothing was built on the site after 
Sulla’s sack of 86 B.C. until the library. Pottery found in situ confirms this date as well as 
the Titus coin also found in situ that had about twenty years of wear on it. The building 
was built as a library to fit into an important intersection between the Panathenaic Way 
and the road to the Roman agora.  
 Titus Flavius Pantainos and his family created a monument that linked them with 
the emperor and the elite of Athens. This euergistic gift to the city could only have come 
from a family that is wealthy. Whether or not Pantainos was a citizen of Athens before 
his library was built is debatable; he certainly was a citizen afterwards, having served as 
a city archon in 101 C.E. He became a benefactor of the city, which is what was 
considered a proper role for the Athenian elite. Like the Library of Celsus, the Library of 
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Pantainos was built in part as a monument to the family and “. . . functioned as sort of 
billboard proclaiming the family’s virtues (and promoting their standing) in one of the 
busiest parts of the city.”160 
Pantainos’ giving of the shops and stoas to the city as part of the library had a 
practical function: a way to raise revenue for the library, thus making it self-sustaining. 
As far as is known, there was no endowment attached to Pantainos’ gift, such as the one 
given by Tiberius Julius Aquila Polemaeanus with his library in Ephesus. Monetary 
endowments were meant to keep the library functioning, and the stores would act as a 
living endowment that continued to generate revenue for the library. As far as is known, 
no government money went into maintaining these libraries. No other known Roman 
library had been constructed with stores integrated into the building proper, thus 
making the Library of Pantainos unique. 
 The naos in Room N5 also makes the Library of Pantainos unique. The large 
statue of Trajan that decorated the two columns in front of the room and the evidence of 
marble flooring and walls indicate that this was a room used for a special purpose. It is 
unknown if any other Roman library had a special room dedicated to the emperor cult; 
there is no archaeological evidence except in the case of Pantainos’ library. 
The shape of the Library of Pantainos also made it a special library, but this was 
to make the building fit into the important space where the Panathenaic Way met the 
road to the Roman agora. The broad colonnaded street, a typical feature of Roman 
cities, created a uniform façade of shops and houses and tied the street together with the 
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monuments and statues that lined the boulevards.161 It created a grand processional 
where parades and celebrations could be held. This stamp of imperial Roman provincial 
design now marked Athens, and the external colonnade of the Library of Pantainos 
became part of the showpiece.162 It seems appropriate that students and scholars in 
Athens would have such a library in the Library of Pantainos. Athens was the center of 
so much Greek culture and civilization that the city should have a library that serves all 
levels of society. 
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